









by Jacques Prévert, Deux escargots vont à l’enterrement d’une feuille morte. At their arrival 
in Spring, they discover that a new leave is about to bud. 
 
Bart Ramakers’ oeuvre is not only a discourse with artistic and literary tradition; it is 
also deeply rooted in	an	important	mainstream	current	of	the	history	of	photography.	
Although	staged	photography	usually	is	associated	with	post-modern	aesthetics,	the	first	grand	representatives	of	this	genre,	Oscar	Gustav	Rejlander	(1813-57)	and	his	pupil	Henry	Peach	Robinson	(1830-1901),	were	working	in	the	early	days	of	photography.	Rejlander’s	Two	Ways	of	Life	of	1857	was	an	assembly	of	more	than	thirty	individual	negatives	forming	an	allegorical	composition	reminiscent	of	Raphael’s	School	of	Athens.	A	father	accompanies	his	two	sons	to	the	land	of	adulthood.	While	one	of	them	looks	at	people	representing	Religion,	Hard	Labour	and	Science,	the	other	one	is	lured	to	a	licentious	bacchanal	of	nude	courtesans.	By	choosing	the	format	of	moralising	history	painting	and	a	never	seen	complicated	technical	manipulation	of	negatives	in	the	dark	room,	Rejlander	aimed	at	proving	that	photography	was	a	fully	fledged	artistic	medium,	and	not	merely	a	mechanical	trick.		English	and	American	pictorialists	working	around	1900,	continued	the	endeavour	to	get	photography	accepted	as	a	fine	art	equal	to	painting.	Besides	some	surrealist	experiments	and	the	work	of	glamour	photographers	like	Cecil	Beaton	(1904-80)	mainly	between	the	two	World	Wars,	staged	photography	reappeared	in	the	late	1970s,	when	the	notions	of	objectivity	and	authenticity	attached	to	modernist	‘pure	photography’	began	to	be	criticised.	Pop	culture	and	happening,	the	blend	of	high	and	low	art,	and	post-modern	art	theory,	incited	a	number	of	artists	to	deviate	radically	from	the	specifically	photographic	and	the	objective	registration	characteristic	of	documentary	photography.	They	refuted	the	idea	of	getting	out	in	the	streets	in	search	of	a	good	shot,	and	started	staging	visions	they	cultivated	in	their	imagination.		Pioneers	like	the	American	Duane	Michals	(°1932)	often	referred	in	his	work	to	Magritte	and	questioned	religion.		His	compatriot,	Les	Krims	(°1942)	staged	allegorical	
tableaux	vivants	inspired	by	baroque	paintings,	often	based	on	phantasy,	but	also	thematising	his	problematic	relationship	with	religion	and	the	ambiguity	of	male-female	interaction.	Cindy	Sherman	(°1954)	presented	herself	as	characters	from	mass	culture	in	order	to	problematize	gender	and	identity.	She	also	created	a	series	of	self-portraits	after	famous	paintings	by	Raphael,	Caravaggio,	and	other	old	masters.	Other	representatives	in	the	1980s	are	the	Americans	Joel-Peter	Witkin	(°1939)	who	shows	transgenders	and	dwarfs	in	provocative	scenes,	and	Sandy	Skoglund	(°1946),	whose	creations	include	surreal	interiors	with	coloured	animals.	An	important	European	representative	of	the	movement	is	Prague	born	Jan	Saudek	(°1935)	whose	work	features	again	the	theme	of	man-woman	relationships	in	excitatory	erotic	poses.		
Recurring	themes	in	the	work	of	these	artists	are	their	problematic	relationship	with	religion,	identity	and	sexuality,	provocative	nudity,	and	references	to	old	master	paintings.	The	term	‘staged	photography’	was	coined	in	two	seminal	publications	that	both	appeared	in	1987:	Andy	Grundberg	&	Kathleen	McCarthy	Gauss'	Photography	and	Art.	
Interactions	since	1946	and	Anne	H.	Hoy’s	Fabrications.	Staged,	Altered,	and	Appropriated	
Photographs.		The	genre	witnessed	a	renewal	since	the	1990s,	influenced	by	commercial	product	and	fashion	photography	and	video	clips.	At	least	as	important	was	the	boost	experienced	by	the	introduction	of	new	technologies	like	digital	photography	and	image	processing	software,	which	allows	breaking	through	any	imaginable	limit	of	objective	observation	of	reality,	while	presenting	ultimate	teasers	to	the	beholder.	A	famous	contemporary	artist	is	the	American	photographer	David	LaChapelle	(°1963)	who,	after	having	worked	as	a	17-year	old	with	Andy	Warhol,	includes	portraits	of	celebrities	like	Elton	John,	Madonna	and	Naomi	Campbell	in	his	staged	work.	In	a	recent	issue	of	the	French	art	photography	magazine	Normal,	European	artists	are	featured.	Bart	Ramakers’	work	is	presented	along	with	that	of	other	photographers	with	whom	he	shares	his	predilection	for	the	tradition	of	grand	baroque	and	pompier	composition	in	history	painting	and	the	female	nude,	like	the	Italian	Marco	Sanges	(°1970),	Ukrainian	Anton	Solomoukha	(°1945),	the	Frenchman	Gérard	Rancinan	(°1953),	and	UK	based	Miss	Aniela	aka	Natalie	Dybisz.	Ramakers	acknowledges	artists	like	Witkin,	Saudek,	and	the	American	from	Danish	descent,	William	Mortensen	(1897-1965),	as	inspirational	photographers.	But	far	and	foremost,	he	is	an	artistic	descendant	from	Renaissance	and	Baroque	humanism,	deeply	rooted	in	their	visual	and	literary	heritage.	
	
	
	
	
Maximiliaan	Martens	(°1960)	is	Professor	of	Art	History	at	the	Universiteit	Gent	and	member	of	the	Royal	Flemish	Academy	of	Belgium	for	Science	and	Arts.	As	a	specialist	on	Flemish	paintings	of	the	15th	and	16th	century,	he	has	published	widely	on	this	topic	and	is	currently	involved	in	the	conservation	of	the	Ghent	Altarpiece	by	the	Van	Eyck	brothers.	
